Validating team communication data using a transmission-duration threshold and voice activity detection algorithm.
The processes underlying team effectiveness can be understood by analyzing the temporal dynamics of team communication sequences. The results of such analyses have shown that the complexity of team communication is associated with team performance on task-related variables, and hence communication complexity statistics have been proposed for use as measures for real-time feedback on team performance. In two analyses of historical team communication sequences, we found that filtering via use of a transmission-duration threshold and voice activity detection algorithm resulted in significant changes in complexity relative to not filtering the data or using a transmission-duration filter alone. The use of these filtering techniques showed significant effects on the complexity of communication sequences in both a laboratory-based experiment, with participants with little experience with voice communication protocols, and in a mission simulation with trained military operators. There was also a significant non-linear relationship between the complexity of communication sequences and task performance. However, an analysis of the impact of the changes in communication dynamics gained through filtering did not demonstrate that the changed temporal dynamics of filtered data better explained team performance. It is concluded that pre-filtering of invalid communication data should be included during the data cleaning stage of statistical analysis as a matter of good scientific practice. Furthermore, such use of filtering will ensure that inferences made about the relationship between the complexity of communication between team members and their performance are not confounded by the presence of invalid communication events.